Adult Sunday School
August 5th, 2018
Choose to grow your faith in one of our five adult classes, offered
between worship services, 9:45–10:45.

Challenges and Choices – Room 11
Dale Wares will show a TED Talk by Dr. Helen Turnbull, “Inclusion, Exclusion,
Illusion, and Collusion.” CEO of Human Facets, Helen has a 25+ year successful
track record in the field of Global Inclusion. She is an internationally recognized
Thought Leader on Unconscious Bias, global inclusion and diversity. As creator
of "Cognizant" -- Unconscious Bias assessment tool and the "ISM Profile" for
measuring Inclusion Skills gaps, her work has contributed to clients winning the
Catalyst Award for Gender improvements.

Seekers’ Class – Room 12
This class is continuing their series this week from The Work of The People
titled Different but Not Divided: Practicing a Third Way. For almost 10 years in
The Refuge community, we have tried to practice a third option--a
Third Way--where instead of fighting for our positions or fleeing for the safe
haven of a group that looks, thinks, and believes like us--we live in the tension
of our difference. We are different, not divided. It is not for the faint of heart,
or those who have prioritized efficiency over relationships. But it is an absolute
requirement if you dream of a faith community that is zealous to live. Join us!

Roots and Wings Class– Community Hall
This class made up of mostly parents of young children is continuing their study
Painting the Stars: Science, Religion, and an Evolving Faith. Celebrating the
communion of science and faith, Painting the Stars explores the promise of
evolutionary Christian spirituality.

Listening for God Class – Room 6
This class is finishing their book study from the Center for Action and
Contemplation titled Oneing: Religion and Politics. At this point in history, with
the current state of political and religious events shifting daily, this edition
of Oneing is especially critical. As Richard Rohr states in his Introduction,
“There is no such thing as being non-political. Everything we say or do either
affirms or critiques the status quo. Even to say nothing is to say something.”

Young Adult Class
This class is not meeting over the summer but will resume when school starts
in the Fall. Be on the lookout for our next start date!

